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grammatical number million people or million of people or May 20 2024
learn when to use of with numbers and how to express associations or relationships with them see examples and explanations from
english language usage stack exchange

million vs millions which should you use in writing Apr 19 2024
generally speaking million is used to refer to a specific number of people while millions is used to refer to a range of people
for example if a city has a population of 1 million people it means that the exact number of people living in the city is 1 000
000

million vs millions woodward english Mar 18 2024
learn the difference between million and millions and when to use them correctly million is a specific number while millions is
an approximate figure or an exaggeration

millions of people english examples in context ludwig Feb 17 2024
ludwig is a linguistic search engine that provides examples of how to use the phrase millions of people in written english see
sentences from inspiring sources such as the new york times and the new yorker

million number definition pictures pronunciation and Jan 16 2024
informal a very large amount i still have a million things to do there were millions of people there he made his millions all
his money on currency deals extra examples there are more examples of how to use numbers at the entry for hundred word origin
idioms look feel like a million dollars bucks

a million millions of something cambridge dictionary Dec 15 2023
learn the meaning and usage of the phrase a million millions of something which means a large number see examples synonyms and
related idioms
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a million millions of something definition cambridge Nov 14 2023
a large number i must have told you a million times to close the windows when you leave the house she has millions of friends
who could help her we ve been to london millions of times it will be a huge wedding because aidan s got about a million cousins
my tummy will never be flat even if i do a million sit ups every day see also million

millions definition meaning merriam webster Oct 13 2023
the meaning of million is a number equal to 1 000 times 1 000 how to use million in a sentence

million number definition pictures pronunciation and Sep 12 2023
there were millions of people there he made his millions all his money on currency deals there are more examples of how to use
numbers at the entry for hundred

millions of people or millions people textranch Aug 11 2023
the correct phrase is millions of people the preposition of is necessary to show the relationship between millions and people
millions people is not a correct construction in english

million definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jul 10 2023
if you talk about millions of people or things you mean that there is a very large number of them but you do not know or do not
want to say exactly how many

millions of people synonyms 110 words and phrases for Jun 09 2023
n large number of humans another way to say millions of people synonyms for millions of people other words and phrases for
millions of people
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meaning how many million people millions of people May 08 2023
1 nothing weird about how many million people here s an example from nature time magazine and hansard uk parliament lots of
other examples online it s often used in rhetorical questions in embedded questions and in general questions when you want to
give a hint of the likely range e g in an exam stuart f

do thousands of and millions of mean the same Apr 07 2023
both millions of and thousands of can refer to a large number of things or people but the quantity that the former refers to is
more than that of the latter can i understand it this way

two million or two millions speakspeak Mar 06 2023
learn the rule of when to use millions or million as the plural of million see examples of how to use million with exact
numbers quantifiers and amounts of money

world population clock 8 1 billion people live 2024 Feb 05 2023
world population has reached 8 billion on november 15 2022 according to the united nations world population live counter with
data sheets graphs maps and census data regarding the current historical and future world population figures estimates growth
rates densities and demographics

demographics of the world wikipedia Jan 04 2023
the overall population of the world is approximately 8 billion as of november 2022 currently population growth is fastest among
low wealth least developed countries 18 the un projects a world population of 9 15 billion in 2050 a 32 7 increase from 6 89
billion in 2010 14 history
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how many people are in the world live science Dec 03 2022
there are approximately 7 8 billion people in the world as of july 2020 according to a 2020 report published in the journal the
lancet the global population is an estimate of the total

there is are million people wordreference forums Nov 02 2022
there are approximately one million people in the usa with one or more disabilities people is plural and one million is just
how many there are with disabilities one million is a number like three despite looking like a singular noun phrase

earth now has 8 billion people and counting where do we go Oct 01 2022
a mere dozen years after reaching seven billion the planet most likely will surpass eight billion people sometime around mid
november the united nations estimates based on its best demographic
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